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	Windows PowerShell Pocket Reference: Portable Help for PowerShell Scripters (Pocket Reference), 9781449320966 (1449320961), O'Reilly, 2012

	
		This portable reference to Windows PowerShell 3.0 summarizes the command shell and scripting language, and provides a concise reference to the many tasks that make PowerShell so useful. If you’re a busy Windows administrator, and don’t have time to plow through huge books or search online, this is the ideal on-the-job tool.

	
		Written by Microsoft PowerShell team member Lee Holmes, and excerpted from his Windows PowerShell Cookbook, this edition offers up-to-date coverage of PowerShell 3.0. You’ll find information on the .NET classes and legacy tools you need to manage your system, along with chapters on how to write scripts, manage errors, and format output.

	
		Beginning with a guided tour of Windows PowerShell, this handy guide covers:

		
			PowerShell language and environment
	
			Regular expression reference
	
			XPath quick reference
	
			.NET string formatting
	
			.NET DateTime formatting
	
			Selected .NET classes and their uses
	
			WMI reference
	
			Selected COM objects and their uses
	
			Selected events and their uses
	
			Standard PowerShell verbs
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Kotlin Standard Library Cookbook: Master the powerful Kotlin standard library through practical code examplesPackt Publishing, 2018

	Build optimized applications in Kotlin by learning how to make use of the standard library features the smart way.

	

	Key Features 
		
			Get the most out of the Kotlin library to develop high-quality portable applications
	
			Explore the powerful support for data processing and I/O...




		

Better Green Business: Handbook for Environmentally Responsible and Profitable Business PracticesWharton School Publishing, 2009

	Better Green Business brings together practical insights and start-to-finish strategies for moving any enterprise to a higher level of environmental stewardship. Drawing on his extensive experience from working across industries and functional boundaries, Dr. Eric G. Olson shows how to systematically...


		

Candlestick Charting Explained: Timeless Techniques for Trading Stocks and FuturesMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	The preface for the second edition still says most of the facts that


	need to be here, with only a few changes and additions given below.





	A number of new candle patterns have been developed since the first

	edition came out in 1992. Many of these were created to fill the holes

	in the original Japanese versions...




	

The Moral Status of Technical Artefacts (Philosophy of Engineering and Technology)Springer, 2014

	This book considers the question: to what extent does it make sense to qualify technical artefacts as moral entities? The authors’ contributions trace recent proposals and topics including instrumental and non-instrumental values of artefacts, agency and artefactual agency, values in and around technologies, and the moral significance...


		

Excel 2010 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The bestselling Excel book on the market, updated for Excel 2010


	As the world's leading spreadsheet application, Excel has a huge user base. The release of Office 2010 brings major changes to Excel, so Excel For Dummies comes to the rescue once more!


	In the friendly and non-threatening For...


		

Privacy Online: Perspectives on Privacy and Self-Disclosure in the Social WebSpringer, 2011

	Privacy is a basic human need, and losing privacy is perceived as an extremely
	threatening experience. Privacy embraces solitude, personal space, or intimacy with
	family and friends and as such, it is a ubiquitous and trans-cultural phenomenon.
	Privacy leverages well-being; without privacy we are at risk of becoming physically
	or...
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